ST. JOSEPH’S COLLEGE, NAINITAL
TIME 11am to 12 noon and 2pm-3 pm
PERSONAL MEETING ID 4112840435
Dear student (Class 3 and B)
Your computer science online classes will be on 17 June at 11 am and 2pm. Please try to come online
15 minutes before the class. Network may be slow.
SUBJECT : COMPUTER SCIENCE, TOPIC “First Step to the Internet” CHAPTER 4
You are to prepare for the class
1. Read the chapter ‘Go through these links again
internet
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V5PEjrVQgpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JXHbcPW-tV
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g1jM99v5hRk
advantages and disadvantages of Internet
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xtQfV6COHbU
After going through the lesson and link you should be able to answer these questions:a) Advantages of Internet
b) Disadvantages of internet.
TEACHER :- SANTOSH KUMAR SAH
Personal Meeting ID :- 4112840435
Password

sem123

Assignment
Do the following Question/Answers in your Text Book (only fill in the blanks, True or False and
Choose the correct option, Descriptive answers in computer note book)
Answers of Chapter 4
Page 53
A)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Fill in the blanks
Internet
Arpanet
Web browser
Hyperlink
Home page

B)
1)
2)
3)
4)
C)
1)
2)
3)
4)

Write Ture or False
False
True
False
True
Page 54
Choose the correct option
All of these
Website
All of these
You should send your pictures to anyone without asking your parents.(question was which is
not correct)
Descriptive Answers 54/55 (Do in your computer note book)

1) A network is a group of computers connected together. Internet stands for Interconnected
Network. It is huge network of computers around the world. These computers are
connected to each other. Internet is used to share information.
2) In 1969, the department of Defence of the United States of America, set up a network of
computers called the ARPANET(Advanced Research Projects Agency Network). It was started
with one computer in California and three in Utah to share the information.
3) Viruses can attack our computer via the internet and harm the files. We can get a lot of
unwnted emails which do not have any useful information for us. These are called spam or
junk mails.
4) A web address is the address or location on the internet. All web addresses start with one of
these http:/www. The addresses of some interesting websites are :http://www.pitara.com
http://www.dimdima.com
http://www.kids.discovery.com
5) You must be aware of some safety tips while online; While chatting on the internet,
especially with a stranger, do not send your picture or your personal data without asking
your parents. Do not respond to any message that in any way make you feel uncomfortable.

